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The best grammar schools in the early Empire of the West included in their
curriculum the whole round of liberal arts imported from Greece. But as time passed
they dropped this wide range of studies and narrowed down to a preparatory course
for later study of rhetoric. Indeed, in the hands of competent teachers the opportunity
to compare Latin and Greek could have had great value in teaching and learning
grammar. Some historians believe that after Cicero the knowledge of Greek began to
fall away in both quantity and quality. As the essence of Greek culture began to be
available in accomplished Latin poetry and prose, typified by Cicero himself and by
Vergil, why study the Greek too? But Carcopino argues that the grammar schools
"remained bilingual till the end of the empire."13 Whatever may be the truth here, it
is generally agreed that the secondary schools came to be constricted to technical
grammar and were content to repeat the rules of the professional grammarians, to
emphasize quotations and selections from the great authors instead of the literary
works themselves, and to hand down allegorical and intellectualized digests of the
liberal arts.
The most important of the higher schools in Imperial Rome were the rhetorical
schools established for the weflborn Roman youth who was destined for a career in
politics and public service. Interestingly enough, the rhetorical schools emphasizing
Latin were not very common until after the Republic had died and the real profes-
sional outlet for the schools had largely vanished. Few were actually patterned on the
ideals of Cicero as promulgated by Quintilian in the first century A.D. In their view
the rhetorical school should be the culmination of training for the all-around develop-
ment of the public orator or statesman. But by the time the rhetorical schools were
well established the opportunity for guiding the destinies of the state through public
oratory had practically disappeared with the passing of the Republic; their usefulness
had virtually been outlived before they began to function.
In the hands of Quintilian the rhetorical school offered much more than simply
the study and practice of rhetoric. He designed its course of study to include all the
major fields of knowledge as a means of developing a person of broad understanding
and good practical judgment. As Donald Clark puts it, '"training in rhetoric can and
does contribute to civilizing young men."14 Under lackluster rhetoricians, unfortu-
nately the majority who did not listen to Isocrates or Cicero or Quintilian, the study
of rhetoric became an end in itself, living in the dead past and out of touch with
contemporary currents of life. The study of oratory, when there was no longer an
outlet for it in practical life, turned its attention from subject matter to correct and
elegant expression. Still more often the schools patterned their procedures after the
textbook themes, the effects of which were far from elegant, as described by Bolgar:
Their schematic analyses of style and their interminable lists of figures of
speech and forms of argument, considered without any reference to their
13Ibid.,p. 109.
14Donald Lemen Clark Rhetoric in Greco-Roman Education, Columbia University Press, New
York, 1957, p. 264.

